
A Call for Quilt Blocks 
Early in March when the news was so bad from 
Ukraine, we, like everyone else wanted to do 
something to help. The humanitarian impact from 
the war seemed too much to bear. It was then that 
we came up with the idea to raise money for relief 
efforts with quilts.  A call was put out to make 12 
inch finished quilt blocks using a theme fabric.  
Well, the ask was met with an overwhelming 
response as quilters were sewing with a mission.  In 
the end, we collected 70 blocks.   

Thirty Block Sampler 
Here is the first finished quilt. We’ve named it the 
30-block sampler. All the blocks are different but 
each one uses the theme fabric. All are 12 inch and 
set with sashing and cornerstones.   

The Piecer and the Quilter 
Thank you to Judy Dettinger for piecing the 
projects all together and to Laurie Gustafson of 
Laurie’s Creative Quilting for quilting the quilts and 
to Dara Parker for binding.   
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Heart Pillow 
This block was so outstanding that we had to 
feature it as a pillow. Its strong message of love was 
just what we were hoping to receive. Thanks to 
Patty Carson. 

Sunflower Pillow 
Equally as beautiful, the sunflower pillow is 

embroidered and set with the theme fabric. Both 
pillows are 18 inches.  

 

 

 

 

Theme Fabric 
This floral theme fabric was designed by Rifle Paper 
Company and distributed by RJR Fabrics. This print 
is sweet and cheerful and was an excellent choice 
for the blocks.  



18 Blocks on Point 
The 18 block sampler on point is a great way 
to showcase the blocks with setting triangles 
in light blue. We placed the darker blocks in 

the center or heart of this quilt and placed 
the light blocks all around, hopefully to 

bring light to this embattled country.   

 

 

 

 

 

Color Palette   

 
 



 
16 Block Sampler and Table Topper 
This sixteen block sampler is sashed with blue ticking.  The blocks were bordered in yellow for consistency.  
Judy Dettinger did a fabulous job with all these projects. The table topper at the bottom is featured with that 
strong border to emphasize just how important a strong border must be.  

 

 

 

 



 

The 29 Block Makers 
Olwen Morgan 

Cindy Reischer 

Shawn Prenzrau 

Nina Body 

Margaret Storbo 

Jennifer Christenson 

Willa Conrad 

Jan Erickson 

Laura Wood 

Judy Dettinger 

Beth Robinson 

Hazel Beatty 

Debra Merte 

Joyce Zivognovich 

Cyndy Jones 

Dianne Bratz 

Nan Pardew 

Shirley Hanna 

Maxine Edwards 

Barbara Heizer 

Eileen Kelly-Meyer 

Denise Lentini 

Mikiko Webb 

Pam Coney 

Patty Carson 

Gigi Braucher 

Ruth Treadway 

Linda Smith 

Terry Mackaman 

 

 

Our Raffle Project for Ukraine will benefit the  
Ukrainian Association of Washington State  www.uaws.org   
All money donated through this raffle will go toward 
humanitarian relief and medical aid for Ukraine.  
Thank you for your donations.    
Susan Webster, President 
Gathering Fabric, Inc.     
 



 


